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tent, Dianne received a $200
By GAY DANFORO
Dianne Hendricks, was wel- scholarship presented jointly
comed home by students and by the National Cheerleaders
Richmond residents Tuesday af- Association land by Cyprepa
ter her exciting week-end and Gardens, a trip to New York
victory in the Miss Cheerleader City where she will appear on
U. S. A. contest in Cypress Gar- the television program "To
TeU the Truth," a pair of wadens, Florida.
During a downtown parade the ter sklls, and a huge trophy.
More Appearances
petite coed rode in the lead conSeveral other television and
vertible which bore large signs
of congratulations. Other digni- radio stations have been schedtaries in the parade were Presi- uled for the busy Dianne. Indent and Mrs. Martin, Miss cluded will be the Nick
Dorothy Kiikpatrick, spbnsor of Clooney Show next Saturday.
Dianne received a grand
the cheerleading squad, other
farewell and best wishes from
members of the sqad, and mem- a
crowd of friends and relaters of Eastern's Pershing Rifle.) tives
assembled at Stanford
drill team.
Meld by her mother, Mrs.
Dianne won the national Evan Hendricks on Friday.
honor in a three-day competi- She was given a cheerleader
tion which included five final- charm for good luck.
ists representing schools aThe week-end proved not oncross the United States.
ly a busy, but an entertaining
one for the tanned coed. Time
Cheering An the Way
Cheering her way to victory was alloted for an informal
before a crowd of high school dance, water skiing, and the
the contestants
cheerleaders and tourists, the filming of
hazel-eyed brunette lead three I cheering on the beach. Also, a
cheers. "We were judged on I press conference for an Atlanhow well the crowd responded ta television program and one
to our cheers, " 21-year-old in Louisville for the CourierDianne
commented.
"Every Journal were part of her week
girl bad completely different end victory.
"All of the girls received such
techniques." "I am only sorry
It had to be a contest," she ad- a warm welcome in Florida,"
ded. "All of the girt* had such Dainne remarked. "Everyone
remarkable presentations."
was friendly and very inforIn winning the national con- mal toward us." Each girl re-
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Mike Coffey Wins
Weaver Oratorical
Blasts Predjudice, Hate
In Prize-Winning Speech

celved an Easter basket on
Sunday morning.
Other contestants were:
Carol Lowery, Tennessee Tech;
Paula Finley, University of
Georgia; Cindy Whitfield, Indiana University; and Julie
Benveniste, U. C. L. A.
Dianne, as Miss Eastern, will
be representing Eastern in the
Mountain Laurel* Contest to be
held in Pinevllle in May.

1,500 Expected
For Senior Day

Approximately l,t>00 high
school seniors are expected to
attend the annual High School
Senior Day here today.
The day-long program includes morning registration and assembly in Alumni Coliseum, the
Miss Dianne Hendricks, shows the trophy
parade given in her honor Tuesday mornDean's Review of ROTC cadets,
ing. Miss Hendricks is a junior physical
awarded here In. Cyprus Gardens, Fla.,
swimming and diving exhibieducation major from Louisville.
Sunday afternoon at a national cheertions, and a tour of the campus
leading contest to the on-Ipokers of a
facilities.
Following a luncheon in the
cafeteria of the Keen Johnson
Student Union Building, Eastern
students served as guides in directing tours through the various academic departments of the
college.
Eastern's Pershnig Rifle teani ft
Registration was scheduled for
■9 -10 a.m. for the prospective finished second In the nation last
Eastern students. The 10 o'clock week-end at the John J. PerThree of Eastern's assistant and Recreation.
assembly program included a shing National Drill Meet in Chiprofessors were elected offiSpeech Association
concert by the ROTC band, Wel- cagocers during the Kentucky EdMr. Johnson, was elected a
coming address by John L. VickParticipating in the Pershing ucation Association held in
vice-president of the Kentucky
ers, executive assistant to the RlHe equivalent of the. NCAA
president and coordinator of the championships, Company R -1 Louisville last week. They Speech Association, He is a
program, and Student Council narrowly missed the national were: Mrs. Harold Oldham, member of the American Naassistant professor of English; tional Theatre and Academy,
President Vic Hellard, and a
By XOY GRAHAM
of Ralph Marterie and his or- "Play-O-Rama," sponsored by crown, finishing only a few per- Mrs. Richard Lee Gentry, as- the American Educational Thecentage
points
behind
champion
sistant professor of health and atre Association, the Speech
With the coming: of . the cheet*-a at the Anniversary the Physical Education and AthPennsylvania Military Academy. physical education; and Mr. Association of America, the
Dick Clark Caravan of Stars Ball in November.
letic Department,
The
National
Drill
Meet
culJoe M. Johnson, assistant pro- i Southern Speech Association,
The magazine is a special
on May 4, Billboard magazine,
The Dean's Review featured minated a successful season for fessor of speech and drama.
Music on Campus, The College reference edition presenting inthe South Eastern Threatre
Market for Records'and Talent, formation of interest in the the presentation of awards to the PR drill units. The exhibition
Council of Teachers
Conference, and the Kentucky
members
of
the
ROTC
cadet
and
straight
drill
teams
never
of March 27, carries a timely entertainment world on leadMrs. Oldham was elected I Council of Performing Arts.
article saluting Eastern as a ing colleges and universities brigade for excellence in scholor- failed to place this year, winning president of the Kentucky! Mr. Johnson, received his
ship
and
leadership.
11
trophies
in
competition.
throughout
the
US,
compiled
Council of Teachers of Eng-1 undergraduate and master's
"talent showcase."
Campus tours included Todd
Citing the increased enroll- after a survey by the Billboard
Other than the drill team's se- lish. She previously served the degree from the University of
Publishing
Company.
Last
and
McGregor
Halls,
and
several
ment of more than 1,000 from
cond-place finish, the exhibition , council as first vice president • Georgia and has additional
1902 to this fall semester as year the first such publication academic buildings.
squad drew national recognition and membership chairman, as, graduate work at Emory Unione reason, the article by Win- by the company was the win- Seniors from these high schools for having the most complex | district leader, and as a dele- versity.
ston F. Jones says Easten "Is ner of the "Jesse H. Neal Edi- are expected to attend: Breatn- routine In the meet.
gate to the national convena promising showcase for re- torial Achievement Award" for itt County, Brodhead, Buckhorn,
tion. .
Last
fail
Eastern's
Company
the Best Single Issue publish- Bumside, Durrett, Estill Councording talent."
Mr. Gentry, a co-orinator
R-l
received
the
John
Archer
Draws from Other Schools ed by American business pa- ty, George Rogers Clark, Har- Award, distinguishing it as the I of student teaching in physical
Another explanation offered pers during 1964.
lan, Hazel Green, Hustonville,' best company in its battalion. ! education, was named ipresiMore Coming
for Eastern's coming of age
Irvine, Jenkins, Lee County,
, dent-elect .of the Kentucky AsContinuing in the reputation Letcher, Lily, Madison High,, The PR's are also 1964 regiment- jsociation of Health, Physical
as a stage for popular enteral champions.
This month's Showcase will
tainers Is her location within advertised by Billboard, Dick Madison Central, M. C. Napier,
and
Recreation. feature "A Thurber Carnival"
Cadet advisers to Company {Education
short driving distances of the Clark, leading Television disc and McCreary County.
Gentry
earned
both
B.'
S.
and
|R-l are Capta«i John R.'Pipkin
next Thursday at 4 in the Pearl
UnJvei«K/»*f Kentucky*- ana j&key, will present his CaraM. A. degrees from Eastern
McKftc,~*"'»"«iy,-. Oldham CounBerea CoOege, permitting stu- van of Stars Tuesday May 4, ty, Owsley County, Phelps, Pu- ' <•><. :.Master Sergeant Richard - and has dons, additional grad- Buchanan Theatre.
The students of thv .. ."JBi.-4*l
dents from those schools to in Alumni Colllseum .at 8 p.m. laski County, Russell County, Olquln. Cadet officers are Cap- uate work at the University
tain Jeff R. Bowman, command- of Kentucky.
class, Dramatic Reading, will
He wiU be accompanied by
attend.
South
Portsmouth,
Tyner,
and
er; 1st Lt. Brian Wheeler, exe- i Before joining the Eastern present the program, a collection
The three shows featuring eleven such groups as Little Wurtland,
cutive officer; 1st Lt. Marvin
national talent of which the "*" - . —_: ih* ImpSriaJls,
he served seven years of the writings of the late James
Miss DlaMfefiraCTutitjts, recent- Kinch. pledge officer; 2nd Lt. faculty,
feature speaks are: the Peter, Bobby Vee, Freddy Cannon,
as
supervisor
in health and Thurber.
Mr. Thurber satirizes almost
Paul lc Mary program spon- The Hondells, Jewell Akens, ly-crowned Miss Cheerleader Kenton Moberly, exhibition com- physical education for the KenLee, USA, and Lee Majors (Harvey mander; 2nd Lt. Tom Roark, 8-1. tucky Department of Educa- every phase of Americana, from
sored by the Young Democrats, Round Robin, Myron
"togetherness of the typical fathe concert by the Rooftop George McCannon, HI, The Yeary), Eastern graduate turned 2nd Lt. Daniel Webster, 8-2; 2nd itlon.
Singers
sponsored
by
the Dixie Cups, Herman and the television star, will be presented Lt. Rick Tatum, S-3; 2nd Lt. 1 He is a member of the So- mily" to "today's Christmas
Young Republicans, both last Hermits, The Ikettes, Bobby to the seniors during their Coli- Jim Smith, 8-4, and Daryl Wes- ciety of State Directors of shopper" and "stereotyped parley, first sergeant.
October, and the appearance Freeman, and The Detergents. seum assembly.
Health,
Physical Education, ty conversation." Mr. Thurber
made famous the character of
"Walter Mitty," the prosaic husband who daydreamed impossible situations with himself always as the central character.
A THURBER CARNIVAL introduces" a new art form to Eastern's campus, the Reader's Theatre. This technique of presenting prose or poetry is charactfor a break, has been called "one of HollyLee Majors, a 1963 Eastern graduate and
^HHHBBBI
■
erized by using the voice and
wood's hottest new discoveries" by Harrison
former Maroon football star, is optimistic
bodily action mainly In order to
about his future ss a television and movie- Carroll of the Los Angeles Examiner.
get the material across to the
star.
No Employment Problem
audience. Scripts are used by the
During a visit to the campus of his alma
Sheila Graham had this to say about the
readers, and the only technical
mater this week, Majors — whose real name
new star: -"A new young leading man, Lee
addition will be spotlighting and
is Harvey Yeary, of Middlesboro — said that
made a pilot for the new Barbara Stanwyck
blackouts. The readeis face the
shooting will begin in mid-May on "The Big
TV series, 'Big Valley'." Chuck Conners saw
audience at all times and use no
Valley," a new hour-long action-drama color
it and borrowed him for the new 'Branded'
stage movements. Costuming
TV series for ABC.
series. Hitchcock saw it and came up with
and properties are kept to a mina better part for Lee, so Chuck got someone
Majors will co-star ir» the new Western
imum.
else and let him do the Hitchcock."
series, which has been compared to "Bonaiusa"
Members of the cast of A
and is scheduled for Wednesday nights, akmg
THURBER CARNIVAL include:
Daniel K. Sobol of ABC, said of Majors,
with Barbara Stanwyck, Richard Long and
"before you know it you are going to be a
Hallie Burke, John Cumins.
Peter Breck. Others in the cast are Linda
big star—keep working at it, you can't miss."
Charlotte Mason. Bill Peyton,
Evans and Charles Briles.
Stan Karaen, of the William Morris
Patsy Satterly, Pat- Schechter,
Majors, who studied under Joe Johnson
Betsy Schwertfegcr, and Jim
Agency, promoters of the series, wrote to
a* Eastern and Eben Henson of the Pioneer
Majors: . . . "you are great in the show and
Whaley. This student presentaPlayhouse In Danville before going to Hollyhave a tremendous future."
tion is free of charge and stuwood, has a demanding role in the series.
Kamen, whose agency represented Steve
dents and faculty are all invited
ABC's executives have expressed confidence
McQueen and other stars, said that the reto attend.
in him. "Beyond his good looks, Lee projects
action for Majors was the same as that for
an exciting intensity. Clearly, he's a natural."
McQueen. "W* are sure your career will take
On 'Gunsmoke' and Hitchcock
off in the same direction," he added.
Majors nas appeared on "Gunsmoke," and
Visited Parents
had a lead role in Alfred Hltcnosck's hourOn hie return last week to Middlesboro,
long television shour* entitled "The Monkey's- where his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Harvey
Paw," which played this week.
4e^ Yeary reside, Lee was named national pubThe "Big Valley" seHM, a Levy-Garanerlicity director for the Middlesboro Chamber
Tickets for the annual
Laven production, has become the first of
of Commerce.
senior class banquet on May
the 1965-60 season's new series to be sold in
While in Richmond, Majors was the house
8 will be sold again next
Great Britain, according Ao Four Star TV
guest of Dr. and Mrs. Fred Darling, 108
week in the grill of the stuInternational.
Barnes Mill Road.
dent union building beMajors said the series has been sold in
As he toured the Eastern campus, he said
tween the hours of 10 and
six European countries and Australia.
that he was impressed. "This place gets big6. Tickets for seniors will
Majors, 24, who worked as a recreation
ger and prettier every time I see it. It makes
be $2, non-seniors $4director in North Hollywood while waiting
me even prouder to be a graduate of Eastern."

[She's Tops

PR's Cop 2nd
InNat'lMeet

Billboard Hails Eastern
'Showcase For Talent*

Three Asst. Profs
Head Organizations

'Showcase' Presents
*Thurber Carnival'

Michael Coffey, a junior political science major from Birmingham, Ala., wins this years Weaver Oratorical Contest
which was staged Wednesday during the assembly hour in
Brock Auditorium.
The winning speech was entitled "That We Might See,"
"Question so we might see," he Says in his attack on prejudice.
He points out that we refer to prejudice as an "unreasoned
feeling or aversion against either a person, group or object,
and that many of our thoughts are based upon silent assumption. Here is the nature of prejudice, a judging beforehand.
He goes on to say that "in the
give and take of human affairs, cut to outlaw interstate sales of
false knowledge about people, is weapons to individuals, prohibit
the companion piece to prejudice sales by federal licensees all
against them. If we reflect on as- weapons to anyone under 18 year
sumption, we are very much of age, and curb imports of forelike those map makers of old, ign-made weapons by limiting
who would write "here are dra- them to antiques and sporting
gons" in areas yet unexplored. weapons. This proposed bill, he
says, "will not infringe on the
In his summation, "let's quit rights of people to own guns."
playing up prejudice. If we are
Mrs. Alexander Presides
to be strong open minded people
The program was presided
part of a great society, we must
cultivate a humility of spirit, and over by Mrs. Almee Alexander,
above all a conslderateness to- chairman of the contest, who
wards^others, and their views. gave a brief and colorful desWe can do this if we would but cription of Mr. Weaver, noted for
remember five things: strive not wearing a red tie, followed by
to condemn others without trying the devotion lead by Mary Jo
to understand them; respond to Rudd, who won the Keene Wochanges and handicaps, and ac- men's Oratorical contest. Bin
cept gracefully that which you Peyton, last year's Weaver wincan't make better; listen inquir- ner Introduced the speakers.
The contest is held each year
ingly to the view points different
from your own, and after doing; to perpetuate the memory of
make up your own mind on basic Charles Weaver, a former memissues, and pay decent respect ber of the Beard of Regents and
to the conventions, customs, and a benefactor of the College. It
was Weaver's feeling that men
opinions of mankind.
should be well trained la oratory.
Ford discusses Moral Laxity
Other finalists were Sammy He established a cash fund for
Ford, a freshman business major the annual contest.
Judges for the contest were
from Mt. Sterling whose speech
was "Is This The Great Society? Dr. Clyde Orr, dean of the grad-which attacked the moral laxity uate school, Mr. Ken Gravett.
and degradation of our society, Drama Director, Berea College,
and how integrity is a forgotten and Mrs. Nancy Palles, active
word. Thomas L. Mason, a sen-, club woman of Richmond.
Contestants were judged on the
ior business major from Stearns
whose speech was entitled "Two appropriateness of subject matt
1
originality,
development and preFor the Price of One ', which explored the lost Integrity of the sentation of thought, and effecAmerican people. He said that tiveness of voice and dicton of
"we should "re-evaluate our own delivery.
Receiving the Charles F. Weaintegrity and our own rules of
honesty. It Is up to each one of ver Award as the most outstandyou to provide examples to those ing senior woman in home ecothat believe these things not nomics was Mrs. Mary Adams,
wrong.
Carr Creett. In addition to the
Gordon Camuel, a junior his- belief that men should excel in
tory major from Lexington, public speaking, Weaver also
whose speech was "Shall Not Be felt that woman should have exInfringed" which discusses a bill cellence in home economics, thus
Introduced to Congress by Sena- establishing this award for wotor Thomas J. Dodd of Connecti- men.

Slated In Bi& Role For Four Star

TV Career Rosy For Eastern's Lee Majors

Senior Banquet
Slated For May 8

I Bsssl \r«ix^'<£<%i$!%k' &fe*)i-M3^-U:i'

Weaver Awards
Wednesday's assembly featured awards to Mrs. Mary
Adams, second from left, and Mrs. Mike Coffey, at far
right. Presenting Mrs. Adams with the Charles F. Weave*
Award for the most outstanding senior woman in hosne
economics was Miss Mildred Turney, left. Mrs. Aimee
Alexander presented Mr. Coffey with the corresponding
award for men in public speaking.
■

'Dropouts A College
Problem, Too'-Ambrose
The school dropout problem
docs not end with the secondary
school but is just as intense in
colleges. And high school graduate counselors are charged with
a major ro|e in lowering the college dropout rate.
In an article appearing in the
"Joutnal of the International Association of Pupil Personnel
Workers," Dr. Charles Ambrose,
dean of admissions at Eastern,
says that "more and more time
is being spent at the college admissions and. guidance levels
with the under-achiever and potential dropout."
This, he says, is because of
th» self-concept of the college

student when he enters college.
Indecision Fatal
In a study made at Eastern,
Dr. Ambrose points out that
among the undecided groups
(those who have not made up
their minds as to a college major or a chosen profession) in
the freshman counseling program, there is a loss factor of
77 per cent.
In the decided groups, the loss
factor is less than 40 per cent.
He qualifies the evidence by
adding that "a well-motivated
(undecided) student with a good
self-concept of his strengths and
weaknesses will tend to remain
(Continued On Page S)

Letters
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•

LARRY ELLIS
busi V?R manager

Gay Danford
Ken Spurlock, Roy Watson
Pom Smith
~
Norrls Miles

Not Necessarily

Reprint Stirs Comments
THE ARTICLE REPRINTED last week
from CHRISTIAN ECONOMICS has
created a whirlwind of campus reaction
«oming primarily from faculty members.
The critical comments or" faculty
members (see letter's column) are completely justified. This is not to say that
the Progress was not right in printing this
article of controversial content. In fact,
the response in the form of letters presenting both sides the issue made the reprint worthwhile.
Such a reprint does not necessarily
reflect the opinions of the editors of the
Eastern Progress. In this case, unfortunately, an editor's note citing the source
of the material and indicating that the
views contained therein were not necessarily those of the paper had to be pulled
due to space problems.
Equally regretably, a letter from an
Eastern alumnus in Danville, that called
the NEWSWEEK article that appeared in
issues 23 and 24 of the Progress communist
inspired had to be omitted from publication for the same reason. This letter
made favorable comment to the article
reprinted last week and enclosed a copy,
although the editors of the Progress al*
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ready had a copy in their possession.
This same article was reprinted in the
Murray State College student newspaper,
but we do not know the reaction on that
campus.
However, we do know, and welcome
the result of the reprint on this campus.
Not that we take either side of the issue,
but letters showing opinions were one
thing we hoped would result.
The primary purpose of reprints on
an editorial page is to stir comment, and
this particular one has brought a flood of
letters. The only thing we axe sorry
about is that the letters came almost exclusively from faculty members, indicating
a lack of student opinion.
We welcome any further comment on
the issue. .
It!

Need Your Hair Straight
(ACP)—Many coeds now spend
Saturday afternoon at the ironing board.
Ironing clothes? Perhaps, but more often
ironing hair, says the BALL STATE
NEWS, Ball State of Muncie, Ind.
Swinging) straight,.simple hair «r- if
you haven't got it, get it. That's ^the attitude of many college women these days,
and ironing their hair is one way they've
found to get it.
Susie Campetti, Fort Wayne sophomore, decided to iron her hair "to go beat
for finals. It's easy," she says. "Just
take a hot iron, unplug it, lay ycuc hair
oil the ironing board and have someone
iron it." But she warns that it should be
ironed down rather than back and forth,
and that it shouldn't be done too often
because it can damage the hair.
Coeds with "too curly" hair have
found another way to get that swinging,
straight simple hair — they set it by wrapping it around beer cans, preferably
empty. Cathy Stalker, Anderson freshman, says that six beer cans can do what
30 rollers used to. She considers them
the best answer yet to really straighten
hair, but the hair must be wet to use them
effectively.
Mie admits that beer can's do have disadvantages. "I can't sleep on them and
I don't dare go out in public. I get awfully funny looks when people see me."

Point On DuBois
Your editorial of April 16, reprinted from
"Christian Economics" and headlined, "Writer
Paints DuBois Clubs Pink," mentions "the
late nonagenarian Dr. W. E. B. DuBois,
one of the founders of the NAACP in 1909,
recipiclent of the Soviet Union's iLenin Peace
Prize in 1989."
All of this tends to be a bit misleading
in that it implies, by omission of further facts,
the possibility of some relationship between
Communism and the National Association for
the Advancement of Colored People. The latter, of course, was founded 10 years before the
Communist Party was organized.
Dr. DuBois (not spelled "Du Bois," as in
your reprint) was never a member of the
Communist Party during bin service to the
NCAAP. At the age of 79, he left the Association in 1948 because of disagreement on
basic policies and later, shortly before bis
death, became a Communist.
Mrs. Dorothy Janz

Should Be Cited
Last Friday, the editorial page of the
Progress contained a reprint of an article on
the civil rights movement which had previously appeared in "Christian Economics." I
think it is a good idea for the students to be
subjected to different viewpoints through such
a policy. Furthermore, it should be the sole
perogative of the student editor to select the
articles to be reprinted.
But to reprint an article from an extremist paper, be it the "Daily Worker" or "Christian Economics," without an editorial comment as to the political ideology of the writer,
In a distortion of freedom of the press;, especially in a society which tends to accept,
unchallenged, the printed word. "Christian
Economics," a newspaper with a viewpoint
comparable to the Birch Society, has a right
to be heard. But your readers should also be
advised of the nature of the publications
whose articles you reprint so they can evaluate such articles.
Donald C. Lord
History Department

Eastern's Too Smart
The college organizations that have been
responsible for many recent rallies protesting
the U.S. policy in Viet Nam are now represented on the campus of Eastern.
A -few days ago a friend of mine was
given a publication called the '-'Free Student."
He read the paper and passed it on to me to
see what I thought about it. I neglect to
write out my opinion of the Publication because the Progress is a good clean campus
newspaper and should remain so.
The.. "Free. 4tudent" is aseoolated -with
the May 2nd Moftaaent and Students for a
Democratic Society/ The beliefs of these organizations are stated in several articles in
the "Free Student
The paper states that
it is not communist, although it recognizes
the Viet Cong patriots and accuses the United
States of murderous agression against North
Viet Nam. The paper cries for peace but It
seems that its conception of peace in a U.S.
surrender to communism.
On the back page of the paper Is a list
of names of draft age men who say they refuse to fight in Viet Nam. The girl that gave
the publication to my friend tried to solicit
his signature for the list. The representatives
of the previously mentions organizations are
going to become more and more disappointed
as they approach the student* of this institution.
The students that I have met since I came
to Eastern are very patriotic and would be
very reluctant to oppose any US policy that
is designed to eradicate communism. The
students of Eastern are firm believers of Kentucky's motto "United We Stand, Divided We
Fall. Any organization that support* communism or opposes the US policy and actions
against communism is going to have a hard
row to ,hoe on the Eastern campus. I know
this because I recently asked over two hundred male students if they supported the US
policy in Viet Nam,
The answer was almost unanimously YES.
However many inches my cheat, had lost prior
to thiaAv,„_^!y because or ine easy life of the
college student was more than' compensated
for when I heard the. students answer that
"yes." I know the MSM and the SDS -Jo not
have a chance here at Eastern. It's too bad
other schools could not be as smart.
Airlee Owens

YES, SPRING HAS SPRUNG!
■■'
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Confused?

What's A Showcase?
By KEN KEITH
"Hey, where were you yesterday
Afternoon? I thought we were going to
shoot a few games of pool?"
"Yes, well, I went to a Showcase in, stead."
"You went to a what?"
"To a Showcase."
"What's a Showcase?"
"Oh, it's a little bit of everything.
Yesterday it was poetry readings."
"Poetry? You passed up pool for
poetry? Boy, I get enough poetry in
class. You English majors arc tidtsF'
"What do you mean, "English
majors?' Showcase isn't just fpr English
majors. It's for all students. And, anyway, this poetry was read by members of
a speech class."
"Poetry is still poetry, no matter who
reads it."
"That's easy for you to say, since you
didn't see the Showcase. But, take ray
word for it, poetry is different when students read it."
"Poetry is—"
"—Okay, okay, I know. 'Poetry is
still poetry." But Showcase doesn't have
only poetry readings. The 29th of this
month, they're going to do a Reader's
Theatre adaption, of 'A Thurber Carnival'."
"Who's "they?" Th« Litde Theatre
group?"
"Naw, Showcase is done by students

"What's the difference?"
"Well, Reader's Theatre is a sort of
a theatre of the rnind. The audience has
to imagine a lot more. There afen't any
sets, and, most of the time, lighting costumes aren't used either. See, a group of
people simply get on a stage and read.
From what is being read, the members of
the audience draw their own pictures —
mental pictures. I hear it's a real challenge'for the reader, and very entertaining
for the audience. I'm anxious, to see "A
THURBER CARNIVAL."
"What's it ahout?"
"A lot of things. It's a compilation
of writings by James Thurber."
Tsn't he the guy who wrote about
Old Walter Mitty?"
"He's the guy."
"I bet you thought I didn't know
nothing."
"No comment."
"Ub, say, do you think I could understand a Reader's Theatre?"
"What's to understand?"
"Well, all that imagining and everything."
"You make it sound like hard work?
Look, if you listen to what's being read,
you can't help but see things in ypar mind.
Beside*, the readers don't just Hand still.
They move around tp make it easier for
the audience to get into the spirit of the

rects them."
"'I thought you said it was Reader's
Theatre?"
"I did. But Reader's Theatre isn't
aplay."
—
,

I

"Whea's this next Showcase going to
be?"
"The 29th of this month, at four
o'dock, in the Little Theatre."
"Say, maybe I'll go with you!"
"Go with me? Who asked you?"

'The Second Look'

Burma's Own Brand Of Revolution
(Ed/tor's Note:
The following
article is one of a series published by the
Commission of World Mission, National
Student Christian Federation with the
purpose of analyzing world issues of interest to students.)
With South East Asia in turmoil
American students are apt to ask, What
about Burma?
Some observers have seen in the policies of Burma an anti-American and even
Marxist intent. It should be bom in
mind, however, that those acts of government which have seemed anti-American
usually have been equally anti-Russian and
anti-Chinese. For instance, the curtailment of aid programs, the nationalization
of foreign business interests and the closing of foreign information libraries has
affected Communist as well as democratic
countries.
Of still greater significance is the fact
that Burma and the United States continue
to maintain good diplomatic relations in
spite of their differences and there are
reasons to hope that these ties will be fur-

ther strengthened if Burma can be fully
convinced that aid and trade will not be
used as a wedge for interference in her
domestic affairs.
To understand what is happening in
Burma today calls for some perspective.
One must go back at least to January 4th,
1948, when Burma was granted her independence by the British. It seems, in
looking back, that independence became
a kind of signal for internal fragmentation.
During much of this period there
were as many as seven different kinds of
rebel groups fighting against the central
government, and on several occasions
many were predicting the imminent fall
of the capital city, Rangoon. Burma's
number-one problem during the past fifteen years has been lack of internal stability.
The former Prime Minister U Nu,
tried gallantly to hold the country together and hammer out of the many diverse, political, religious and ethnic groups
a sense of nationhood, but he never really

succeeded. In the early months of 1962
one of these ethnic groups, the Shans, who
live in the northeast section of Burma,
threatened to secede from the Union.
U Nu had already made many concessions
to the Shans as well as to other groups,
some of which had strong leftist leanings.
Then, in the pre-dawn darkness of
March 2nd, 1962, the head of the Armed
Forces, General Ne Win, led an almost
bloodless coup d'etat, taking into custody
virtually all of the top government officials.
The General is an affable man, fiftytwo years of age, who explains that he
and his men rescued the country from the
kind of fragmentation that faced the
United States in the days of Abraham Lincoln and that if the Shans had seceded
from the Union it would have led to complete collapse of the nation. He points
further to U Nu's weakness in the face of
this threat and insists that parliamentary
democracy failed to unify and develop the
country.
Of course, the seal test now is wfctv

ther the Ne Win government will be able
to succeed where U Nu failed. Winning
the support of Burma's ethnic aainarities
is not likely to be easy. They ace strongly
independent and tend to feel that their interests are less than safe in the hands of
the ruling Burman majority.
American friends of Burma cannot
help but hope that conditions will soon be
such that the Ne Win gpvernraeni will be
able to introduce a greater degree of democracy, but it must be remembered that
democracy will have to grow in Burmese
Ipil: it cannot be imposed from the outside. It is also well, in the interest, of accuracy, to avoid the American pastime of
applying the Communist label to all totalitarian forms of government which happen
to differ sharply from our own.
It would seem that present developments in Burma are best understood, not
in terms of a drift toward Communism,
though no one would rule out such a possibility, but in terms of impatience with
parliamentary democracy in the race to
achieve internal stability and economic de-

VP

velopment quickly. Coupled with this is
the strong desire to avoid domination by
any outside influence whether it be from
the East or the West.
In the days ahead the Ne Win government is likely to have every opportunity to experiment with its own kind of revolution. Though university students and
Buddhist monks have been slow to get in
step and insurgent groups like the Kachin
Independence Army continue to occupy
large sections of the countryside, there is
no evidence of any concentration of
leadership that offers a serious challenge
to the ruling Revolutionary Council.
In the meantime Americans do well
to avoid aay "meddling" in the internal
affairs of Burma, at the same time seeking
to strengthen the ties of mutual friendship
and assistance wherever possible. After
all, k is quite possible that at this stage
of Burma's development there may be no
real live option to military rule. It is also
likely that a fierce nationalism may be the
only effective counter force to Chinese
exjajwonisrn.
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Cas/tw
Clubs

Orchestra Present*
Third Concert
The Eastern Orchestra under
the direction ol Dr. Robert Oppelt, associate professor of music
will present its third concert of
the season Wednesday In Hiram
Brock Auditorium at 8.
Appearing as soloists for the
performance will be Miss Barbara Shearer, flutist from Midland, Michigan, whp y#U perform the first movement of Mozart's "Concerto ^n G," and
Ernie Sanders, clarinetist from
Louisville presenting Carl Maria
Weber's "Concertino."
Soloist In Bach's "Brandenburg Concert No. 4" will be Mlaa
Sharon Gabby, Lexington and
Miss Gall Hammls, Saginaw,
Michigan, flutists, and Joseph
Gatwood, a Model High senior,
vioitt.
Chabrler's "Espana Rhapsody'
will complete the program.

/

David Wagoner Is
,
Wralry'a New IPrenklent
Monday Wesley held the election of officers at the regular
meeting. For next year the officers are: David Wagoner,
president; Jim Taylor and
Joyce McQueen, co-vice presidents; Kathy Schwettman, secretary; Alice Gruner, treasurer;
Sharon Leason and John Short,
co-membership chairmen; and
Anson Greely and Ella Hullet,
co-social chairmen.
May 7, 8 and 9 Wealey is
| planning a retreat at Alders-

gate, Kentucky. All those wlish
tag to attend must pay a $6.
fee and bring their qwn bedtfing.

*"■

AU Wesley, members are Invited to visit Aabury College
for their meeting Sunday. May
2. Tfee Wesley club will present the program.
Photo Club Pictures
World's Fair
Tuesday the Photo Club will
present slides and a tape on
"Picture Taking at the Fair"
The taaatlog WW *# taW to Science 116 at 6:80 at\d Will tell
visitor* how to get better ahota
of their visit.

Military Ball

the high school level can be
severely harmed as the student
first enters college. This la because social and academic
status to much more demanding
tor the Individual In college than
In the average high school.
He aays that "too often college has become a social status
technique rather than a place
that assistance can be gained toward furthering one's future social and economic success. All
of this to inherent withto the
self-concept he holds within himself relative to college work.
Dx. Ambrose, who has been
a member of the Eastern faculty since X9ffi. hOlds (he A.B. degree from ■firanaylvania College
and both the MA and Ed.D. degrees from the University of

^^TTW

in school."

By Pan Smith, Clubs Fxlltor

Math Club Will Visit UK
Tomorrow the Math Club will
visit the U. K. Computing Center. All members that plan on
going should meet in front of
the S. U. B. at 9 Saturday
morning.

Dropouts A College Problem
com'—"* *"»•»

<&& **

Wednesday

'

H$ my/> that "the Q*vefc»ment of t»ae proper self-cojron the pajft of the college
dent is realty a reflection of
general pubJtc and the irl<
relatives and parento
of
young man or-WOW"1 toward college attendance.
"His opinion of himself and
his ability to correctly see himself In the status of a college student are major contributing factors toward his success or toward his failure."
Attitude InuHtruuit
Dr. Ambrose, suites that the
personal atMude with wbton a
student enrolls In college V oj
great importance to the eUfWW
tul termination of hifi course,
He explains that the self-concept of an achiever on toavtog

Tomorrow Night
The Mel Glllispie Orchestra
will play for the annual Military Ball tomorrow nlgrrt tn
the Student Union Building,
beginning at 8:30 p.m.
During the ball Queen
Athena will be crowned. She
will be chosen from the junior ROTC sponsors, and her
court will be composed of the
sponsor corps.
The ball is open to all ROTC
cadets and their dates, and
special guests of the AUSA.
Admission will be by uniform
and invitation. For basic corp
cadets the uniform will be
class A, for advanced corps
cadets the, uniform will be
class A with white shirt and
bow tie.

■

ARE AUTOMATIC
WASH AND WEAR

6.95 to 10.95

You'll want several pair ol these cool,
lightweights to start the summer.

Experiment

BOBBY

FREEMAN HONOEU'S

FREDDIE

DrTrRbfNTS

CANNON

m

ROUND

LITTLE JR.

MANN

STEWART

SHOTPUT

MAY 4— ALUMNI COLISEUM — 8 p.m.
Tickets: $ 1.50 in advance—$2.00 at door
Tickets on sale at Collage Book Store, Cashier's a
Office, Jerry's Restaurant, Colonial Drive-In, a
Hinkle's Drugs, Madison High School.

APRIL 30

A DICK CLARK PRODUCTION

18 WAY* TO
STRETCH
Tour BUDGET

KOTEX OR PKG. OF MODESS SANITARY NAPKINS

^Jc

Ragdor Price 4Sc

** V

NEWBERRY'S PRICE
JBU,.„.V.«

V
ALWAYS FIRST QUALITY "~

«.^c 1.38

NEWBERRY'S PRICE ■*<**

Regular price $2.00
i

ttSBS'SSr^.c™

•*—*n «.« w«

BAN RQLL-GN D*OW*ANt
Regular Price 96c
FAMILY SIZE
Regular Price 83c

. NEWBERRY'S PRICE

87c

S*?^*BiXKff«« 74c
KL'IL-.

-

SSPfciflff :'."*: **
ii

LAND OF A
THOUSAND DANCES

DICK CLARK IN PERSON j

Final date for ordering invitations

JllU

GEORGE

R0B|N

THE NIOHT HAS- A
THOUSAND EYES

Measurements for caps and gowns must be
submitted to the College Poolc Store
no later than April 30.

TfcNfWQME PERMANENTS

IKEUES
PEACHES • CREAM

H01L0WAY

ATTENTION SENIORS!

m

DELRONS
WHENEVER
A TEENAGER CRIES

NEVER WIU. I
FALL IN LOVE

"""frlT'"""""™iiT"""""'

-—

REPARATA
A THE

MlrluN ILL

i

■

.

They're finest wash and wear fabrics

THE '.MFEPIALS

d h L MJ A

Attend Conference

H.\lili.\R

HERMITS
CAN'T VOU HKAH MY
HIART BEAT
MRS. BROWN*
DAUOHTCR

Baptist Students

SMILE, MISTER!
THESE

LITTLc ANTHONY

ifi T.HE (UO.^T

Senate Hopeful Speaks to YR
Mr. Hill Maury of Versailles
will be the guest speaker at the
Young Republican Club meeting
next Wednesday.
Maury Is a candidate for the
state senate in the November
election. His speech is expected
to concern forthcoming political
events.

Twenty Baptist students will
leave this afternoon for a statewide Leadership Training Conference on the Georgetown College campus. Conference sessions will conclude at noon on
Sunday.
Dr. J. Chester Durham of
Louisville, head of the Student
Department of the Kentucky
Baptist Convention, will direct
the conference.
Program participants include:
Dr. Cecil Sherman, pastor of the
First Baptist Church, Asheville,
North Carolina; Walter Delamarter, director of Social Work
Education at Southern Baptist
Theological Seminary. Louisville
and the Rev. William W. Marshall of the Foreign Mission
Board, Richmond, Virginia.
Eastern's representatives include Ada Brown, Prlscllla Roberts. H. Curtis Adams. Jr.,
Mary Lee Doyle, Donald B.
Keeton, RohertMorgan,Jr., Lois
Muff, Sharon Cope, Dave Chase,
Charles Wells, Marnie Smith,
Jerald L. Chase, Bonnie Bentley.,
Jeanettc Oshorne. James Robert
Porter, Sandra Jo Orme, Carol
Ann Fritz, Betty R. Chase, and
the Rev. and Mrs: Dwignt K.
Lyons.
Plans are being formulated for
the annual spring banquet for
BaDtist students on Friday, April
30, at the First Baptist Church.
CaroJ Ann Fritz lirtri charge of
arrangements.
.
Dr. David Alexander, secretary of the Student Department
of the Southern Baptist Convention, Nashville, wiU be the afterdinner''smeafcer. Dean James R.
Bergman o/ Georgetown College
will serVe as emcee.
Banquet tickets are now available and may be secured from
the following: Sandra Bradley,
Phyllis Greer, Curtis Adams,
Jerald L. Chase, Priscilla Roberto, Ada Brown, Bonnie BentTey. Sandra Jo Qrrne, and the
Rev. Lyons at the BSU Center,
325 University Djive.
Sixteen students are participating to an EvaagettsJD Clinic at
the BSU Center on Thursday and
Friday nights. Any Interested
student is lnvMe.d to participate
in these weekly session*.

HERMAN'S

.

i.

NE*.««VS
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HALO SHAMPOO

irullEMV,.

Regular Price $1.00

„..__

NIWBERRYS PRICE

83c

•«**

that go in the washer, come out

Forms Are Due

of the dryer wrinkle-free, yet sharply creased.
And, of course, the precision tailoring makes
i you

hough
In the
f, this
Tpper.
[reast
you.

*

comfortable Haggar Slacks just fit better

\7.. naturally. Pick up your size and favorite color here.
A,

CKW.W

OS "12 O'clock Mio>" ABC-TV

\OT9

SATISFACTION 6HABANTEE0

V

The deadline for the submission of the applications
for this year's Experiment In
International Living is Monday at 6:80 p.m. The applications are to be turned in to
any of the officers of the Student Council.
ApplicaUon
forms are available In the
Council office or from the officers. Three flnaltsU will be
chosen from these applicants
by a special screening committee. Finalists names will
be sent to the Experiment's
main office where the representative will be selected.

PALMOLIVE RAPID AEROSOL SHA¥E CREAM^
NEWBERRY'S PRICE
Regular Prico 79c
SCORE OR BRYLCREAM HAIR DRESSING
Regular Price 79c

ucWBCDDV.c „,„
NEWBERRY'S PRICE

58c
*™»

RIGHT GUARD DEODORANT. FAMILY SIZE MBMf-_____ „,„
Regular Price $1.49
NEWBERRY'S PRICE

QQC
«*•

ADORN HAIR SPRAY
Regular Price $1.50

99c
* *V

k,«„.,CBDv.c DO,^c
NEWBERRY'S PRICE

-—

TT-

NOXEMA FACE CRtAM
Regular Price $1.00

NEWBERRY'S PRICE

LOVING CARE HAIR COLOR

M«MM..V..

MISS RICHMOND

Presentation Dance
SPONSORED BY JAYCEES

Alt Richmond Armory
9:00 P.M.

reATMRiNQ "THE EXILES"
DREgS INFORMAL
Tickets 2.50 at cfcpr. 3&5 from Jaycees

SATURDAY, APRIL 24th

U!. '.'

Regular Price 89c

WEAREVER CARTRIDGE FOUNTAIN PEN
Regular Price $1.06

**:.' 9 •*& ^-^s^y^i*^^^ *¥^! '£$.

MtaMmmmu~

BOM.B

67c

NEWBERRY'S PRICE W*
\__j

£7-

NEWBERRY'S PRICE

■

NEWRERRYS PRICE ^C

fashion's an art...in
bright new skimmers!
Suck a ilim ptico for tlim little A-linerj shaped in
crisp linen-look rayon, Irimmed with newest form*

t^JSE™™

NEWBERRY'S PRICE 24C

of artful flattery! Vibrant colort meel and mix for

2 PAIR 1.00

A. Appliqued jewel neck, in pink and gold, aqua

LADIES' SEAMLESS NYLONS
Regular Price 79*
NEWBERRY'S PRICE

Add "em all up end the total is "Newberry V for your every need
Why pay more? ©fly a few of Newborry's "Super Savings" are
listed here, if I pay you to find the i»*t.

■-

. ::^£.<c<.:^ayi''<K'

• •

HEAD AND SHOULDER SHAMPOO

^S^^"^

oo.^c 1.27

NEWBERRY'S PRICE ■ ••*'

Regular Price $1.58

B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^BH B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^B^BH f^fctfa >'^.v:'^K«>W:-i-.'rV ■ ■' ■

the most exciting skimmers summer ever sawl
and gold or green and navy. 7 to 15.
B. Pretty petakl la gojd and orange, blue and gold
or green and navy. 3 to 11.

5.98
Like it? Charge it!

Progress On -..

SPORTS
With
Co - Sports Editors
Roy WAtson
and
Ken Spurlock
BASEBALLERS AMONG COLLEGE-DIVISION

LEADERS

Pitcher John Carr, catcher Doug McCord, and outfielder
Ron Chasteen rank among the nation* college-division leaders
in strikeouts, doubles and runs batted in, per game, respectively.
The statistics show that Carr is one of the top strikeout
artists. He holds the number 3 spot in average strikeouts per
game. Carr has hurled 15 innings and has struck out 24 enemy
batters for a 14.4 average per game. The average is figured
on a nine innings per game basis.
McCord is number 15 on the doubles list with 3 doubles
is 8 games for a .38 average per game. The divisions' doubles
leader is averaging 1.5 per game.
Chasteen ranks 13th in average runs batted In with 10
rbi's in 10 games for a 1. average per game. The number one
man is averaging 2.43 per game.
,-The statistics are on the games that run through April 10.
INDIVIDUAL SPORTS STRESSED IN INTRAMURALS
For the remainder of the spring term, individual sports
will come to pie foreground, but teams will still have varied
activities. - ""'
Many different opportunities for everyone to get outside,
exercise, and enjoy themselves, are being sponsored by the
IM department this spring. Competitive activity is featured,
but free play is also included. IM tennis courts are available
across from Brockton along with Martin's courts when the
tennis team is not practicing. The auxiliary gym is usually
free after 4, along with the handball courts in Weaver. Swimming is also featured in the afternoons.
Tournaments and meets included on this spring's schedule
are tennis, swimming, track, Softball, and handball.

Browne's Office Supply
105 South Third
DICTIONARIES
Webster's Seventh New Collegiate
POSTER PAPER
White and Colors
MAGIC MARKERS
All Colors
FAMOUS PARKER 45 INK PEN
Choice of Points
RUBBER STAMPS
Made to Order
TEMPERA PAINTS
AH Colors

CENTRAL MUSIC CO,
Richmond's Only
Record Shop
"The Finest In Music"
LOCATED AT THE CORNER OF
FIRST AND WATER STREETS
-

ifr

■Mini

MAROONS1 MANIA:

M-BOY"
W. MAIN
PHONE 628-1707

RESTAURANTS

RICHMOND

VISIT
BURGER BROIL
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Nine Faces
Twin-Bill
Saturday the diamond men will
have a conference doubleheader
with Tenn. Tech and on Thursday Cumberland will be here for
a doubleheader.
„ .
This week the track team will
be engaged in two triangular
meets. Tomorrow the thin-clads
will truvel to Morehead to.compete with Marshall and. Morehead.
On Wednesday the trackstars
travel north to Cincinnati whfre
they will run Hanover and University of C'ncinnpti.
The Golf Team will be competing with the University of Cincinnati today at Cincinnati and
then tomorrow will host Morehead and Transylvania in a triangular match. April 29 marks
the start of the Southern Intercollegiate Golf tournament which
will be held at Athens, Ga. This
tournament will start today and
last until Saturday, May 1.
The tennis team will be faced
with a busy schedule as they will
play seven matches. They open
today with Middle Tennessee at
Murray^-Then —Saturday, April
24, they will play triangular
meets with Murray and Western
at Murray.
This Monday Ohio University
will be here for a match and on
Tuesday they will plaV Marshall.
Wednesday the University of
Louisville will invade our campus and the Thursday the racketeers will travel to Centre College for a match.

Netters Post
3-1 Worksheet
The tennis teams' record to
date Is 3-1 overall and 1-0 in conference play. The netters hold
victories over the University of
Kentucky, Tennessee Tech, and
Bellarmine. The lone defeat was
at the hands of UK tn a return
match.
Eastern 6
l'K2
Singles
Ross Snyder (E) def. Ken Fugate (K) 8-4, 2-6, 6-8.
Larry Roberts (K) def. Jack
Kench (E) 6-3, 6-0.
Kent Chalfln (E) def. Jack
Trump (K) 2-6, 6-2, 6-1.
Jerry Sanders (E) def. Eric
Begun (K) 6-2, 6-4.
Dennis Cooper (K) def. Jerry
Brown (E) 2-6, 6-2, 6-2.
Mike Jeffries (E) def. Gene
King (K) 6-2, 6-1.
Doubles
Snyder-Sanders (E) vs. Fugate-Trump (K) called.
Chalfin - Kench (B) def. Roberts - Cooper (K) 6-8, 6-4, 6-3.
Brown - Hashcn (R) def. Begun - King (K) 6-2, 6-2.
Eastern 9
Bellarmine 0
Singles
Ross Synder (E) def. Gil
Thompson (B) 6-2, 6-3.
Mike Jeffries (E) def. Mike
Marr (B) 6-2, 6-2. '%.
Kent Chalfln (BjfMr/*Terry
Gutgell (B) 6-1, f9fl~Jerry Brown (E) dlt. Charles
Muntan (B) 6-4, 2-6', 9-7.
Jack Kench (E) def. Bill
Highland (B) 6-1, 6-1.
Gene Hashem (E) def. Jack
Russell (B) 7-8, 6-0.
Doubles
Snyder - Jeffries (El def.
Thompson - Gutgell (B) 8-7,
6-4v6-2.
. Chalfin - Kench (E) def. Marr
- Muntan (B) 6-2, 6-2.
Brown - Hashem (El def.
Highland - Russell (B) 6-0, 7-8.
. .Eastern 8 .... Tenn. Tech 1..
Singlet*
Ross Snyder (E) def. Dennis
Mapes (Tl 6-1, 6-1.
Mike Jeffries (E) def. Bill
Buford (T) 6-2, 6-0.
Kent Chalf.in (E) def. Jim
Lane (T) 6-0, 8-1.
Jerry Brown (E) def. Steve
Gibson (T) 6-2, 7-8.
Jack Kench (E) def. Jim
Willis (T) 6-1. 6-2.
Jorry Sanders (E) def. R/>y
Sexion (T) 6-3, 6-4.
Doubles
Snvrter
Jeffrlees (E) de».
Mnpes - l,nnc (T) 6-0, 6-1.
Buford - Gibson (T) def. Chalfin - ICncli (E) 2-6, 6-3, 7-5.
Sanders - Hashem (E) def.
Sexton - Willis (T) 6-3, 6-1.
UK 6
Eastern 3
Singles
Ken Fugate (K) def. Ros?
Synder (E) 2-6, 6-4, 10-8.
Larry Roberts (K) def. Mike
Jvlfrlcs <El 8-6, 6-2.
Kent Chalfin (E) def. Mike
Cox (K) 6-2, 6-3.
Jack Trump (K) def. Joiry
Sanders <E) 6-1, 6-1.
Jack Kench <E) def. Eric Begun (K) 6-2, 6-1.
Jerry Brown (E) def. Denr.'.s
Cooper (K) 6-4, 6-4.
Doubles
Fugate - Trump (K) def. Sny
der - .Tefiries (E) 6-2. 6-3.
Roberts - Cq»per (K) def. Sanders • Chulfin 'E) 6-4, 6-4.
Begun Cox |K) def. Kench Hashem iE) 6-2, 6-2.
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Netters At Murray

Offense Wins
Wednesday

Open Sept. 18

Pressnell Announces
9-Game Grid Card

J5o areat to wear

u if want Several pair

Baseballers Take 3 Of 4
With Cincy, Morehead

Cindermen
Top Union

Intramurals

Tennis Starts Monday
Tennis starts next Monday
on the IM courts behind Sullivan Hall. Waich for pairings
scheduled
ari memographed
signs to be placed throughout
the campus this weekend. If
you are not playing, you are
invited to watch the event.
Mr. Groves has asked that
everyone be advised that the
courts behind Sullivan Hall
are reserved for intramurals
from 3:30untll 7:30 Monday
through Thursday.
Swim Meet Postponed
The swimming meet scheduled for last
Wednesday
night was postponed due to an
overdose of chlorine in the
water. The meet was rescheduled for yesterday.
The
results will be . published in
next week's issue.

The College Special
MAKING YOUR COLLEGE PLANS COMPLETE

■MM

Welcome Students & Faculty to

DRUG STORE
HO

CHAL
RKHM0N0.
fc2j.iv«o
KY.
where it's easy to park and easy to get to. Across
the street from the Colonel Drive In just 4 minutes
away from school via the By-pass.
BIG HILL AVE.

Richmond's newest and most convenient Drug Store

Free Get Acquainted Offer:
Bring your I. D. Card in and get a Vinyl Maroon
Name Tape made for your locker, camera, or any
personal items that needs identification.

with

DIXIE
Dry Cleaners
Where your clothes receive that
personal touch that only long
experience can give.

Broiling makes the difference.

Try us and get SPECIAL STUDENT DISCOUNT.
SHANNON JOHNSON
New Wallace Bldg.
W. Irvine Street
—

—

Enthusiasm and spirit dominate the scene on Eastern
practice football field where Coach Roy Kidd's (Maroon grldders have been working for two weeks.
Kidd, whose optimism depends upon "whether or not our
kids take pride," says that the Maroons could have a sound
club this fall, and should definitely improve last year's 3-5-1
mark.
The young coach, entering his
second year at the Eastern helm,
The defensive unit lost only two
says he still plans to use the
flip-flop offense next year, but regulars — Herbie Conley and
the offense will be more wide- Todd Reynolds — and has been
open with an emphasis on pass- strengthened by a flock of returning squadmen.
ing from pro-type formations.
However, Kidd adds that the
No Individuals
goal-line phase of defense is still
He didn't single out any grid- not as good as he wants. "We are
Coach Jack Adam's Maroon netters are
3-1 on the season. Team members are,
ders for Individual praise, say- still not playing the type of goalparticipating in a fouM.eam, round-robin
from left: Kent Chalfin, Jerry Brown,
ing that the coaching staff was line defense we need to win."
meet at Murray against the Racers, WestJack Kench, Sparky Snyder, Jerry Sandstressing fundamentals and indiern and (Middle Tennesse today and toers, Gene Hashem, and Mike Jeffries.
Work on Air-Ways
. .
vidual performances would come
morrow. The racketeers currently stand
later. One game-type scrimmage
The Maroons have also been
per week is planned.
working to correct one of last
Plans for the annual Maroon- year's weakest links — pass deWhite intrasquad game are on a fense. According to Kidd this
purely tentative basis. Kidd said problem has been solved and the
that the game's status depends Eastern air-ways should be stinupon the team injury situation gier this fall.
toward the end of spring trainOffense, the area worrying
ing.
The offense downed the defense
Kidd most, is a questionmark for
31-12 Wednesday in the second
The coach said that the team's two reasons; because of lack of
strongest point now is defense; experience at offensive center,
full-speed scrimmage as coach
the weaknesses, a lack of depth and offensive tackle. The strongRoy Kidd's football Maroons
and experience at offensive posi- est offensive line position is the
went through their second week
tions.
guard slot.
Athletic
Director
Glenn
Presloop
opponents
Murray,
East
of spring practice.
nell has announced a nine-game Tennessee, Tennessee Tech,
Kidd pitted his offensive teams football schedule for Coach Roy and Morehead, and intersecagainst the defensive units in the Kidd's 1965 Eastern Kentucky UdnaJ foe Findlay (Ohio) Colfull scale scrimmage.
Maroons.
lege.
The only absence from last
The offensive unit compiled
The Maroons will play four
points by scoring either touch- of the tilts in Hanger Stadium year's schedule is Youngstown,
downs or field goals while the against conference foes Austin which was replaced with Mardefensive unit earned points by Peay, Middle Tennessee, and shall. The Maroons split with
performance according to a Western. Marshall University, the Penquins in 1963 and '64.
scale set up by Kidd.
returning to the schedule after DATE
OPP.
SITE
The scale allows 10 points for a three-season lapse, will be Sept. 18 'Austin Peay
Home
pass interceptions runs back for the other home foe.
Sept. 25 Marshall Univ. Home
a touchdown, four points for
Highlighting the home sched- Oct. 2 'Murray
Murray
pass interceptions, three for a ule will be the homecoming Oct. 9 *M. Tenn. S. U. Home
fumble recovery two for a block- clash *>ctober 3". against West- Oct. 16 *E. Tenn. Johnson C.
ed punt or field goal attempt ern's Hllltoppers and the fifth Oct 23 Findlay Col. Findlay
and for a safety, and one each annual I', a :, ■ "Dt>.y attraction Oct. 30 'Western Ky.
Home
for stopping an offensive drive October 9 against Middle Ten(Homecoming)
or a blocked extra point.
nessee. Last year some 4,300
Touchdowns were scored for high school musicians from 60 Nov. 6. 'Tenn. Tech C'Ville
Nov. 13 'Morehead Morehead
the offensive unit by quarter bands attended.
back Larry Marmie (60 yard
Road foes will be against •Ohio Valley Conference game
run), halfback Fred Malins (40
yard run), offensive back, Lloyd
Chatf icld (17 yard run) and quarterback Jim Gulce (8 yard run).
Rog Bulter booted a 28-yard
field goal and converted all four
extra points.
Kidd said that both units needed more work. "The defense
is slow developing," he said, 'and
the offense needs a lot of work
The
Maroon
baseballers
Home runs: Cincinnati-Allen
on individual
techniques of
took 3 out of 4 games this (7th, one on).
blocking and timing."
week, 2 from Morehead and a C
4 0 1113 0—10 9 1
split with the University Of E
002 200 0—44 8
Cincinnati, running their seaSmall and Myers.
son's record to 7 wins and 8
Marshall,
Carr (5) and
losses. The sweep of the Witt.
Morehead doubleheader gave
Eastern 2-9, (Morehead 1-3.
the Maroons sole possesion of
Dave Price picked up the
first place In the Ohio Valley win in the first game as Jim
Conference baseball standings King singled to score Doug
Braving cold wind and rain, With a 3-1 conference slate.
McCord for the game-winning
the tracksters gained 16 first
Eastern 12-4, Cincinnati 11- run in the final frame.
places in their first outdoor 10.
The Maroons scored in all
track meet of the season
The
diamondmen banged but the fifth inning of the
Thursday for a 127-9 victory out 16 hits in the opener with second game as Glenn Marover vietting Union College.
Don Snopek, the last of 4 shall who took over the pitchVern Brooks led Eastern's Maroon pitchers, picking up ing in the second frame was
credited with the win.
attack with two .individuals the win.
The Maroons cooled off in
victories, in the 220-yard dash
Ron Chasten banged a sinand broad jump, and as one the" second game, getting only gle in the sixth inning to.score
^urte*"
of four runners on the .880 4 hits. The fielding was just two Maroon runs,
as lackluster as the team scored a third himself as he
and mile relay' teams.
committed
8
errors.
Glenn
Marscored on a wild pitch.
Ron Benson had three firsts,
took the loss, allowing 4 M
0 10 0 0 0 0—1 8 1
in the 440-yard dash, and the shall
runs in 4 innings.
E
Q 1 0 0 0.0 1—2 8 1
880 and mile relay teams.
C.
0
2
12
2
1
3—11
13
3
Adkins
and Celling.
Double winners for Eastern
4 0 2 3 0 2 1—12 16 3
Price and McCord.
included Jim Stewart in the E
Tabar, Scmltt
(2),
Sim- M
110 0 0 1 0—3 4 3
shot put and discus, and Bill
(5), Couzms (7) and E
12 110 4 x—9 7 2
Swanson in the 880-yard run •monds
Myers.
Capelle, Smith (6) and Coland on the mile relay team.
Price, Buckner (2),
(5), lins.
Ballog (6), Snopek (7) and
Buckner, Marshall (2) and
McCord.
McCord.

french Fries and Shakes.

Richmond. Ky.

EASTERN PROGRESS

Spirit, Enthusiasm
Dominate Football
Drill's 2nd Week

Tho Home of the Famous 15c Hamburger,

West Main Street

—

623-4748
623-6270

We Guarantee To Please
240 S. SECOND

PHONE 623-1368

FaraPress
N ever
Need ,
Ironing
Tksy're ironing whiU
«A«ir>s«V»*w»
i
Trim, comf ortable Farah
Walk Shorts are skarplr
weather fabrics.
, '
Wear 'en, wash '«m and
they're ready for fun
•gain without ironinj.

foruiAi aouo COUM* $K00

■I
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2nd Potpourri
Set Tuesday

Prewitts
Barber Shop
Open 8 A.H. - 5:30 P.M.—Men.. Tues., Thursday
Closed Wed.—Open 8 A.M. ■ 6 P.M. Fri. & Sat.
IN THE NEW RICHMOND HOTEL
'E5SJBUJS EM

SPECIAL!

SWEETSHOP
EVERT—'
MONDAY . TUESDAY
V4 Fried Chicken
with French Fries

EVERY WEDNESDAY •
FRIDAY - SATURDAY
V2 Lb Hamburger Steak
with French Fries—Slaw

79c

79c

The following school, an4 companies will be on campus
during the months of April, and May, interviewing; for prospective applicants. If any senior t» interested in scheduling an
Interview, please stop In U» Metement
Office, located to the
basement of the AdminMrolo*vPuildir*- immediately.
■MONpAY, APWL »:
1
WEST CAJ4ROIXTON SCKQCKS. (West Carrollton. Ohio),
On campus ».-*, interviewing: tell field, of education.
TUESDAY, APRIL 27:
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL **DTE INSURANCE COMPANY,
(Lexington, Kentucky), on, eampue 9-4, interviewing for
prospective applicants.
CORNING GLASS WORKS, (Danville, Kentucky), on campus
9-4. Interviewing for prospective applicant*.
MR. M- L. ARCHER. STATE PERSONNEL DEPT.. will be on
campus from 9-4 to InWvieJv for: State Highway Dept.
Rightaway Agents, 30 opentags, starting salary $415 with
rapid promotion. Also interviewing men students interested in the City Planning Scholarship for graduate
degree. Candidates must n§Ve scholastic standing of, S
or better.
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28.:
VOp^SxSSiX 0? HEALTH, (Rrankfort,
Kentucky). <» cam1W0r?, ^ervl^wlng "If*0" f0* position of public
.._,th
OOMMUMJrTY SCHOOLS, (Greensburg,
DECATUR
campus VtA interviewing for prospective
Ul,caana,),

The RSWOd Speech Potpourri
at Eastern will be held next
Tuesday night at' 7:80 In the
Forrell Room o£ the Bert Corahs
Classroom Building. Two students from each of the four classes of Fundamentals of Speech
have been chosen to represent
their class In, the Potpourri.
Bach student will give an eight
minute speech which is to be^ an,
informative speech. A$ the. conclusion of the speeches all the
students will vote for Uw top
three winners. The. three winners
will receive trophUa ao,d, the.
other five will receive med^a.
Students participating in, this
event Include; Sandra Wallace;
Judith Roberts, John Landrum,
and Unda, Lo.cbjn&^e.
This potpourri is open to all
student* ajpd faculty of Eeastero.
according' to Mrs. Betty Mob*/
OWUt^SDAY,'
cha^BJt of the event.

I^VEXSN^'

J-jpUSRNAL,
'Kentucky), On

Glyndon Barber Shop

Main Street,
Richmond, Ky.

"FLAT-TOPS
OUR SPECIALTY"

Across From Krogers

Phone 623-4010
•

IDEAL
RESTAURANT
241

}

W. MAIN ST.

RICHMOND, KY.

deyes you.-ea* ia+he Ideal
jrant... you have a chance
©I eating a free meal ... if the
Golden Fork is in your napkin.
^

NOW! Thru TUES.

Joseph E Levine

Coren Hastroianni

As everyone knows, thirteen-twelfths of the earth's surface is
water. Thus we can see how important it is to' know and understand our oceans. Toward this end American colleges last year
embarked on a program to increase enrollment in oceanography.
I am pleased to report that results were nothing short of spectacular: In one single semester the numl>er of students majoring in
oceanography rose by 100%—from one student to two!
B^t more oceanographers are stall needed, and so today this
oolumn, normally a vehicle for slapdash jocularity, will instead
devote itself to a brief course in oceanography. In viewofthe
solemnity of~the subject matter,Tny sponsors, the Perwmtta
Stainless Steel Razor Blade Co., makers of Personna Stainless
Steel Razor Blades which give you more luxury shaves than
Beep-Beep or any other brand you can name—if, by chance, you
dont agree, the makers of Personna Stainless Steel Razor Blade*
will buy you a pack of whatever brand you think is better—my
sponsors, I say, the Personna Stainless Steel Razor Blade Co.
will today, because of the solemnity of this column, forego their
usual commercial message.
We begin our study of oceans with that ever-popular favorite,
the Pacific. Largest of all oceans, the Pacific was discovered by
Balboa, a Spanish explorer of great vision. To give you an idea of
Balboa's vision, he first saw the Pacific while standing on a peak
In Darien, which is in Connecticut.
The Pacific is not only the largest ocean, but the deepest. The

ONE HR CLEANERS

Marriage

... the Pacific wa$ discovered
by Balboa, a Spanish
explorer of great vision.

Italian

SM».

I Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday

.^F? •"--"■

—

Starts Wednesday!
The Teen-Age Answer
- to Insomnia!
■PAJAMA

PARTY-

We Mothproof and Mildew-Proof
Everything We Dry Clean.
SPECIAL EVERY DAY!
5 SHIRTS LAUNDERED FOR $1.00

Specialists in Motor Tune-Up,
Carburetor and Ignition Work,
Also Transmission and
General Repair.
"The Small Shop with the Big Reputation-

RICHMOND
Drive tn Theatre

Dial 623-4434

Berea Road - Phone 623-1718
NEAR lUi.A.O.
4 MI. SO. ON r.S. 25
IN CAR HEATERS! ,

TUESDAY ONLY!

ITALIAN SPAGHETTI
W/ MEAT SAUCE,
TOSS SALAD AND
FRENCH BREAD

$1.00

Jimmy'sRestaurant

th«v«inMOie
th. l/flSirl WBL«
DENE

Kimos
BROMrW
mourn
WED. ■ THURS. - FRI.
Double Feature!

MOVIE STARTS AT DtTSK

P^GREeOOT/TDNT,
EPECK /CURTIS I
'CAPTAIN \aSS\
NEWMAN. M.D;
JANET

VAN

SHEUEr

MMTHI

LEIGH - JOHNSON - W1MTERS

■■■■■■

EASTERN
AUDITORIUM
Movie
Attractions

"BEHOLD *A PALE
HORSE"
Gregory Peck, Anthony
Quinn, Omar Sharif
-___
r_
__,
- Tuesday, April 27

i. Color

"A DISTANT TRUMPET"

— SPECIALS! —

ANY 4 for f .49

Jus* Around the Corner from the Court House.

Friday, April 23

CORNER NORTH SECOND & IRVINE ST.
RICHMOND, KENTUCKY
VERNON "PCTE" NOLAND. MGR. .

$

218 WEST IRVINE STREET

SSlfflBgU

(By the author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!",
"Dobie Qillis," etc.)
„

"ONE OF THE YEAR'S
10 BEST!"-*,,*.

Trousers, Skirts, Sweaters,
Jackets, Sport Coats

UNfliHtlMM.

BeBGMBN

with
<f Ofttemms MixQhuIman

SON

JH

AIM!!

'Voyage To The End
Of The Universe"

HOME OF

(COL SANDERS RECIPE)

KENTUCKY FRIED CHICKEN
NORTH AMERICA'S
HOSPITALITY DISH

Mindanao Trench, off the Philippine Islands, measures more
than $,000 fathoms in depth. (It should be pointed out here that
ocean depths are measured in fathoms—lengths of six feet—
after Sir Walter Fathom, a British nobleman of Elizabethan
times who, upon his eighteenth birthday, was given a string six
feet long. Many young men would have sunk in a funk if all they
got for their birthday was a string six feet long, but not Sir
Walter! String in hand, he scampered around the entire coast of
England measuring seawater until he was arrested for loitering.
Incidentally, a passion for measuring seems to have run in the
family: Fathom's grandnephew, Sir John Furlong, spent all his
waking hours measuring racetracks until Charles II had him beheaded in honor of the opening of the London School of Economics.)
But I digress. Let us, as the poet Masefield says, go down to
the sea again. (The sea, incidentally, has ever been a favorite
subject for poets and composers. Who does not know and love
the many robust sea chanties that have enriched our folk music
—songs like "Sailing Through Kansas" and "I'll Swab Your
Deck If You'll Swab Mine" and "The Artificial Respiration
Polka.")
My own favorite sea chanty goee like this: (I'm sure you all
know it. Why don't you sing along as you read?)
0, carry me to (he deep blue >ea.
Where I can live with honor,
And every place I'll shai* my fact
With Stainless Steel Personor.
Sing hi, sing ho, sing malrde^mer,
Sing hey and nonny-nimny.
Sing Jimmy crack corn and I don't care,
Sing Stainless Steel Perionny.
I'll harpoon whales and jib my sails.
And read old Joseph Conrad,
And take my shaves upon the waves,
With Stainless Sleel I'ersgnrad.
Sing la, sing lo, sing o-lee-a-lay,
Sing night and noon and morning,
Sing sail and spray and curds and whey,
Sing Stainless Sleel Pettorning.
C <MS. Mai mi

COLONEL DRIVE IN

The landlocked makers of Personnp* and Personna Injector
Blades uinli you smooth sailing and smooth shaving—with
Personna and Personna's perfect partner: Burma Shave*,
regular or menthol. It soaks ring* around any other lather!

Troy Donohue,
Suzanne Pleshette
Friday, April 30
"FAIL SAFE"
Henry Fonda,
Dan O'Herlihy,
Walter Matthau
Selected Short Subjects with
all programs. Starting time
7:80 P. M.

CITY SLICKER!
Look, Ma, I'm Shining! That's the slick look you'll get when you
put on this new Bayou Coat frpm h»l«s! It look* wet even though
you're dry as toast, and 'Just as warm and comfortable In the
rain as you want to be! Unllned to keep It lighter than light, this
Bayou Coat has a hood that draws tights In the wind. Full zipper,
nap pockets roomy enough for. more than your hands, and breast
pocket for those extras make this a real buy, by you . . . Bayou.
12.96

ELDER'S

«■

■MOBM

Richmond's Famjly Store
Since 1893

=

STATE BANK AND
TRUST COMPANY
Richmond, Kentucky

"Figure on banking with us"
2 Convenient Locations —

MAIN STREET ft KG HILL AVENUE

SZ

■*■

if

SUN. - MON. ■ TUES.

{"See us for your
Drug Needs"

m

623-1

•nmcuxT

VOYAGE TO THE BOTTOM OF THE BARREL

LlSOS

Veterani C*J*
K*4ta*fo e*J*
24 Hr, Service

M IAME 01

GLYNDON HOTEL

Eastern
Students
and
Faculty

CITY TAXI

— SATURDAY! —

UNDERNEATH

All Makes Serviced

Yuk Lee Gets
$3,000 Grant

Mr. Yuk Lee, an Eastern foreign student from Hong Kong,
China, has been granted scholarship amounting up to $3000 a
year by the University of Cincinnati. Lee plans to work toward a master's degree there.
Lee, a geography major, says
his reason for gomg to UC to get
his master's degree is that Eastern does not offer a graduate program in his field of study.
Lee has been In the United
States for nineteen months now.
Before coming here, he was graduated from Chung Chi College
(Chinse University of Hong
Kong)'" where he maintained a
very high scholastic standing.
For the time he has been at Eastern, his scholastic standing Is 3.
75, a fact which aided greatly
toward obtaining the scholarship
from U. C.
Lee will begin his studies at
U. C. this fall. He will spend
about fifteen hours weekly workLOUISVILLE TIMES, ing with undergraduates in lab•us 10-5, interview and teat oratories. In order to keep his
employment
scholarship, he must maintain
ICT, (Lbveland, Ohio), on a B average.
mentary.-Eftgllah, prospective

WEDNESDAY, MAY 8:
THE BOARD OP PUBLIC EDUCATION, (Savannah, Georgia),
on campus 1-3, Interviewing for any Interested teaching;
applicants.
FRIDAY, MAY 7:
CHILLICOTHE PUBLIC SCHOOLS, (Chilllcothe, Ohio), on
campus 9-4, interviewing to* prospective positions.

DRUGS
OLDSMOBILE

TlacemenL* Positions

——<

S

——
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'Womanless
Wedding' Here
Monday Night

PR's Place Second
Receiving the second place trophy from members of the
Pershing Rifles Rrill Team are Capt. John Pipkin, and
Col. Everrct Smith. Presenting the trophy are Jeff Bowan,
and Marvin Kinch. The P. R. Drill- Competition held at
Chicago Last weekend.

A '"Womanless Wedding:," featI uring such stars as the dancing
, J-boys -- John Vickers, John
! Rowlett and Jim Baechtold -•
and a host of other well-known
performers, will be held Mon
day evening in Hiram Brock
Auditorium.
Sponsored by the Richmond
Rotary Club, the show gets under
way at 8 o'clock.
All pioceeds will go to the
Eastern Scholarship Fund of the
club.
Tickets will be on sale today
and Monday in the Student
Union Building. Priced at $1.00,
they will also be available at the
door.
The original three-act play, entitled "The Joys of Marriage,"
consists of skits, songs and a
wedding ceremony. It was written by Mrs. Shirley Baechtold.
Mrs. Nancye Palas Is director
of the performance and Dr. John
Finlay is stage manager.
Included among the cast are
several members of the college
faculty and staff, including Mr.
Vickers, Dr. Rowlett, Mr. Baechtold, Dr. Leighton Harrell, Dr.
H. H. LaFuze, Qpl. Everett
Smith and board member Dr.
Russelll I. Todd.

—

c

Here's A New Approach
Does a ''.Womanless Wedding" sound funny to you? Members of the local Rotary
Club composing the chorus line in Monday's production are James Curry, Dr.

THE GLYNDON HOTEL
THE FAVORITE MEETING PLACE
IN RICHMOND
Rooms include Television, Telephones, Air
Conditioning and Room Service.
ALSO FREE PARKING
FOR GUESTS.

Golden Rule Cafe
HOME COOKING
You Are Always Welcome

Richard Bernstrom, Col. Everett Smith,
Morris Rozen, and James Dykes. The
play is scheduled to take place In Hiram
Brock Auditorium.

ATTENTION ALL GIRLS
There will be a ping pong
tournament starting Wednesday, April 28. Any girl living
on or off campus will be eligible. If you are interested,
please contact Pam Oliver In
226 Sullivan Hall or sign up
on the sheet in your dorm or
in the Women's Locker Room.
The entry deadline is Monday night, April 26 by 6.

Navy Recruiters
To Visit Campus
The U. S. Navy Officer Procurement Team from the U. S.
Navy Recruiting Station, Louisville will visit the Campus
Tuesday and Wednesday to discuss career opportunities as a
commissioned officer in the
Navy.
The team will be located In
the Student Union Building
Grill from 8:30 a. m. to 4:00
p. m.

Clip this odvirtlumtnt and return It
with your check or rnotxy oraar to:
TW CMMtai Mam IMhf
OM Nn« », IMNB, Mao. 02111

O 1 YEAR $12

O < mot. $6

a COLLECT STUDENT
D FACULTY MEMBER
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AMPUS CALENDAR

SUNDAY, APRIL 26:
5:30 p.m.
Episcopal Canterbury Club Episcopal Church
6:00 p.m.
C.S.P.
Christian Church
6:00 p.m.
Westminster Fellowship Presbyterian Church
8:00 p.m.
Concert — College Choir Brock Auditorium
MONDAY, APRIL 26:
3:00 p.m.
Tennis — Eastern and Ohio University
Tennis Courts
W.R-A.
Weaver Bldg.
4:10 p.m.
5:00 p.m.
Wesley Foundation
Methodist Student Center
Clay County Club
University 101
5:00 p.m.
B.S.U.
Baptist Student Center
6:30 p.m.
Veterans Club
University 101
7:00 p.m.
Chemtetry Club
Science 810
7:00 p.m.
Y.M.C.A.
University 104
7:00 p.m.
Industrial Arts Club
Gibson 107
7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY, APRIL 2T:
3:00 p.m.
Tennis—Eastern and Marshall Univ.
W.'RIA.
Weaver Bldg.
4:10 p.m.
Sophomore Class Officers
Cammack 108
4:10 p.m.
Drum and Sandal Weaver Bide. Dance Studio
4:30 p.m.
Westminster Fellowship Presbyterian Church
5:00 p.m.
Franklin County Club
University 101
5:00 p.m.
Student Council
Ferrell Room
5:00 p.m.
Eastern L.T.
Pearl Buchanan Theater
5:00 p.m.
Pi Omega Pi Banquet
Boone Tavern
6:00 p.m.
Student Court
University 204
6:00 p.m.
Polymathologiste
Cammack 203
6:00 p.m.
Church of Christ Devotions
University 201
6:00 p.m.
Photo
Club
Science 115
6:30' p.m.
B.S.U.
Baptist Student Center
6:30 p.m.
Home Economics Club
Fitzpatrick 17
6:30 p.m.
Woodford County Club
University 104
6:30 p.m.
Agriculture Club
University 101
7:00 p.m.
Hovie — "Distant Trumpet"
7:30 p.m.
Brock Auditorium
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 28:
Brock Auditorium
10:10 a.m.
Assembly —
3:00 p.m.
Tennis — Eastern and Univ. of Louisville
Tennis Courts
4:10 p.m.
Fayette County Club
University 104
4:10 p.m.
-W.R.A.
Weaver Bldg.
5:00 p.m.
Appalachian Volunteers Committee
University 103
University 101
Young Republicans Club
5:00 p.m.
Pershing Rifles
5:30 p.m.
Blue Room
University 103
6:00 p.m.
Circle K Club
6:00 p.m.
Kyma Club
University 101
6:30 p.m.
B.S.U.
Baptist Student Center
6:30 p.m.
Biology Club
Science 111
Music Educators National Council
6:45 p.m.
Foster 300
7:00 p.m.
Collegiate Council of U.N.
University 108
Concert — College Orchestra
8:00 p.m.
Brock Auditorium
10:00 pjn.
Burnam, Case, McGregor Councils
Committee Rooms
THURSDAY, APRIL 29:
1:30 p.m.
Baseball — Eastern and Cumberland College
Hughes Field
4:10 p.m.
W.R.A.
Weaver Bldg.
5:30 p.m.
Appalachian Volunteers
University 103
6:00 p.m.
Kappa Kappa Sigma
Coliseum Natatorium
6:30 p.m.
Newman Club
University 104
7:30 p.m.
College Christian Science Org. University 201
10:00 p.m.
Men's Inter-Dorm Council
Combs Hall
FRIDAY, APRIL 80:
12:30 p.m.
Business Ed.-Student Teachers. Luncheon .
President's Room
6:00 p.m.
B.S.U. Banquet '
Baptist Church
7:30 p.m.
Movie — "Fall Safe"
Brock Auditorium
9:00 p.m.
Junior-Senior Prom
Cafeteria, Union Bldg.
9:00 p.m.
Biology Club Spring Outing
Presbyterian Camp, Irvine

A MESSAGE TO ROTC COLLEGE MEN

IF YOU'VE GOT
WHAT IT TAKES
TO BE AN
ARMY OFFICER,
STAY IN
THE ROTC

Parks anywhere

A Honda is a slim 24*
•t the widest point. This
narrows down the hunt for
a parking space considerably.
^^^11^"
You can
slide into almost any shady spot.
Like just
outside of English Lit. Hondas fit into slim budgets too.
Prices start about $215*. Gas goes farther, up to 200 mpg
on some models. And cutting your wheels in half does just
•bout the same thing for insurance costs. Or more.
This is the sporty Super 90 with its d is t inguished T-bone
frame. Tops 60 mph. Just one of the 15 Honda models that
make other campus transportation strictly for the birds.
See the Honda representative on your campus or write:
American Honda Motor Co., Inc., Department Cl, 100
West Alondra Boulevard,
Gardena, California 90247.
world's bilges t seller I

Being an Army officer is a challenge. Officers must be
leaders . . . able to take responsibility ... get important jobs done.
It isn't easy to win a commission as an Army
officer. But if you are taking the Basic Course in
ROTC you're well on your way—provided you can
measure up to the high standards required for admission to the Advanced Course.
As a student in one of the 247 colleges and universities offering senior ROTC training, you are in a
privileged group. There's no better way for any
college man to get the training and skills needed to
be an Army officer than through the on-campus program created specifically for that purpose—ROTC.
Here you learn to be a leader... to develop the

qualities that add a vital plus to your academic
training ... qualities that will pay off for the rest of
your life in whatever career you choose to follow.
There are other advantages too. Pay, at the rate
of $40 per month during the Advanced Course plus
allowances for summer training and travel. Fellowship and social activity. The chance to work with
modern Army equipment, and perhaps to qualify for
Army flight training if it is offered at your school. And
then gold bars and a commission as an Army officer.
Why not talk to your Professor of Military Science
now. Let him know you're interested in signing up
for the Advanced Course. Then if you are offered an
opportunity to join, don't pass it up. It's the program
that's best for you... and best for your country.

If you're good enough to bo an Army officer, don't settle for loss.

ARMY ROTC
•plus daaltr't set-up and transportation charges

'•'

...

.

